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When events occur at predictable instants, anticipation improves performance. Knowledge
of event timing modulates motor circuits, improving response speed. By contrast, the neu-
ronal mechanisms underlying changes in sensory perception due to expectation are not
well understood. We have developed a novel behavioral paradigm for rats in which we ma-
nipulated expectations about sound timing. Valid expectations improved both the speed
and the accuracy of subjects’ performance, indicating not only improved motor prepared-
ness but also enhanced perception. Single neuron recordings in primary auditory cortex
revealed enhanced representation of sounds during periods of heightened expectation.
Furthermore, we found that activity in auditory cortex was causally linked to the perfor-
mance of the task, and that changes in the neuronal representation of sounds predicted
performance on a trial-by-trial basis. Our results indicate that changes in neuronal repre-
sentation as early as primary sensory cortex mediate the perceptual advantage conferred
by temporal expectation.
Attending to moments in time is a powerful cognitive mechanism for exploiting temporal structure
in behaviors such as hunting moving prey or playing music in an ensemble. Anticipation of an
event can influence the speed of behavioral response as well as our perception of such an event1,
but how these improvements in perception arise from changes in neuronal activity remains largely
unknown. However, it is clear that organisms can take advantage of regularities in the environment
to form expectations and predictions which can be used to enhance performance.
The auditory cortex is sensitive to many forms of acoustic regularity2. For example, cortical
neurons respond more strongly to rarely presented sounds embedded within a regular sequence,
even when these sounds are not required to perform a task3. In addition, changes in expectation
about the frequency of a task-relevant sound modulate the activity of single neurons in auditory
cortex4. However, although temporal structure is central to the organization of sounds, our under-
standing of the effects of temporal expectation in the auditory system is largely limited to studies
in humans1,5 in which it is difficult to study the underlying neuronal mechanisms. In particular, we
know little about whether and how auditory temporal expectation changes neuronal representations
in the auditory cortex.
Improved performance from temporal expectation could arise from enhanced motor prepared-
ness, but could also be due to a perceptual enhancement. We have developed a novel behavioral
paradigm in rats to study the neuronal mechanisms underlying the perceptual consequences of
temporal expectation. Here, for the first time in an animal model, we characterize the effect of
expectation about the timing of sounds on both the speed and accuracy of performance. This
paradigm allows us to assess changes in perception due to expectation, establish a causal link
between neuronal activity and perception, and quantify changes in sensory representation due to
temporal expectation. We show for the first time that temporal expectation modulates activity in
primary sensory cortex, and that the influence of expectation on neuronal activity in sensory cortex
is directly related to the observed improvements in performance. Our results suggest that im-
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provements in auditory perception due to valid temporal expectation arise from changes in sensory
representations even at the first stages of cortical processing.
RESULTS
Our study consists of three sets of experiments designed to evaluate the effects of temporal ex-
pectation on sensory areas underlying the perception of sounds. First, we performed behavioral
experiments in which we quantified the effect of temporal expectation on the perception of sounds
by measuring the reaction time and accuracy of rats performing a detection/discrimination task.
Second, we used reversible lesions to test the role of auditory cortex in this task. Third, we used
electrophysiological methods to measure activity of single neurons in primary auditory cortex from
animals performing the temporal expectation task. These measurements allowed for a characteri-
zation of the modulation of neuronal responses by expectation, and an assessment of the relation
between the modulation of neural activity and changes in behavior.
Valid temporal expectation improved performance
We developed an auditory two-alternative choice paradigm, modeled after a related visual paradigm
in humans6, in which we could study the effect of temporal expectation on performance in rats
(Fig. 1). Subjects were rewarded for correctly discriminating the carrier frequency of a frequency-
modulated target sound immersed in pure-tone distractors (Fig. 1b). To perform this task the sub-
ject had both to detect the target and to discriminate its frequency. The parameters of this task can
be manipulated to make either the detection or the discrimination component, or both, arbitrarily
difficult.
In the experiments described here, the frequency discrimination component was designed to be
easy, so that errors were mainly due to failures of detection. We manipulated detection difficulty
by varying target modulation depth (TMD), so that an unmodulated target (TMD=0) was indistin-
guishable from a pure tone. On each trial, we presented the target either early (300 or 450 ms after
sound onset) or late (1350 or 1500 ms after sound onset). We manipulated temporal expectation
by presenting trials in blocks of at least 150 trials: expect-early blocks consisted of 85% trials with
early targets and 15% with late targets, whereas expect-late blocks consisted of 85% late and 15%
early targets (Fig. 1c).
Performance depended on the subject’s expectation about the moment of occurrence of the tar-
get. Valid expectation led to better performance, as assessed by either reaction time (Fig. 2a,b) or
accuracy (Fig. 2c,d) (p = 0.0078 paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Even for the easiest difficulty
tested, where the fraction of correctly detected targets was well above 90%, subjects responded
more quickly to early targets when these were expected (Fig. 2a,b). Reaction time for difficult
trials, which is greatly influenced by the correct detection of a target, was even more sensitive to
the subjects’ expectation (Supplementary Fig. 1, 2). The effect of expectation on accuracy also
varied with difficulty.
We focused our analysis on trials with early targets, because in the absence of an early tar-
get all late targets can become equally expected (Supplementary Fig. 3). For the easiest stimuli,
performance depended only slightly on expectation, but for intermediate difficulties temporal ex-
pectation improved performance by as much as 15% (Fig. 2c,d). These observations demonstrate
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the influence of temporal expectation not only on the speed of behavioral responses, but also on
the perception of target sounds.
Inactivation of auditory cortex decreased performance
Having established an auditory paradigm for studying the mechanisms of temporal expectation,
we next assessed whether the auditory cortex was essential for performing this task. Previous
studies have shown that animals can perform various auditory tasks even after bilateral ablation of
auditory cortex7,8, presumably by means of parallel pathways between subcortical auditory areas
and motor regions. To minimize the possibility of cortical reorganization following a permanent
lesion9,10, we inactivated the auditory cortex reversibly by applying the GABAA receptor agonist
muscimol bilaterally (Fig. 3a). Using a similar behavioral paradigm, we have previously shown
that muscimol inactivation of the auditory cortex impairs auditory performance on a simple audi-
tory discrimination task but has no effect on an olfactory discrimination task11.
Muscimol inactivation impaired performance of all animals (Fig. 3b) compared with inter-
leaved saline control sessions (p = 1.7× 10−6 paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test), although there
was considerable animal-to-animal variability in the magnitude of the effect. For the easiest diffi-
culty tested, average reaction times increased significantly from 196±18 ms (mean ± s.e.m.) on
saline sessions to 317±76 ms on muscimol sessions. In some animals, the effect of inactivation
was dramatic, sufficient to reduce performance to chance levels at all tested stimulus difficulties
(Supplementary Fig. 5), even though these subjects continued to perform hundreds of trials per
session as in control sessions (Supplementary Fig. 6). This reduction in performance supports the
hypothesis that the auditory cortex plays an essential role in the task used throughout this study.
Temporal expectation modulated neuronal activity
We hypothesized that the enhanced performance conferred by valid temporal expectation would be
correlated with changes in the neural representation of acoustic stimuli in auditory cortex. To test
this hypothesis, we used tetrodes to record responses from single neurons in the primary auditory
cortex of three rats performing the temporal expectation task at an intermediate difficulty. To
ensure controlled delivery of auditory stimuli to the unrestrained rat regardless of the position of
its head12, sounds were delivered through earphones during recording sessions (see methods).
We focused our initial analysis on the neuronal responses to the tones preceding the target,
to understand the effects of target anticipation. To minimize the effects of acoustic context (i.e.,
the recent history of sounds13,14), we fixed the frequency of the first three tones for all trials in a
given session. We compared responses elicited by these tones between two expectation conditions:
expect-early blocks in which the subject expected the target to appear early in the train of sounds,
and expect-late blocks in which the target was expected to appear late.
Responses to tones immediately preceding an early target in expect-early blocks were enhanced
compared to responses to identical tones in expect-late blocks (Fig. 4). This modulation was ob-
served in neurons with various types of response dynamics: onset, sustained or offset (Fig. 4a and
Supplementary Fig. 7). The population of responsive neurons showed an enhancement in evoked
activity (p= 1.9×10−5, paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test), as indicated by the distribution of mod-
ulation indices (Fig. 4b). The low sound-evoked firing rates of auditory cortical neurons typically
observed in the absence of careful neuron-by-neuron stimulus optimization tends to obscure small
changes in firing rate15,16. Even so, this enhancement reached significance (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon
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rank-sum test) in almost a third (14/44) of the neurons. Only a single neuron showed a significant
change in the opposite direction. A quarter of the responsive neurons (11/44) showed a significant
increase of at least 50% in evoked response; no neuron had a decrease in response of this magni-
tude. On average, there was no significant change in spontaneous firing rate between conditions
for these cells (Supplementary Fig. 8). Stronger responses to stimuli immediately preceding the
expected target were also observed in the evoked local field potentials (LFP) (Fig. 4c,d). The ob-
served modulation of evoked responses to sounds occurring around the expected appearance of
a target indicates that information about current expectations can enhance the representation of
stimuli in early stages of cortical processing.
We then analyzed the effect on the target itself. Surprisingly, a similar analysis of the 26
neurons fulfilling our criteria for responsiveness failed to reveal a systematic effect of temporal
expectation (Supplementary Fig. 9). At the end of the following section we provide a possible
explanation for this observation.
Modulation was specific to driven activity
To understand how the modulation by temporal expectation depended on the frequency preference
of each neuron, we performed a new set of experiments in which we fixed the frequency of only
the first two of the three tones preceding the target and allowed the frequency of the third tone
to vary randomly across trials. This modified stimulus allowed for a more accurate estimation
of the frequency tuning of each neuron (Supplementary Fig. 10). From the additional recording
sessions under these stimulus conditions, 58 cells fulfilled our selection criteria for responsiveness.
As above, there was no significant change in spontaneous firing rate between conditions for these
cells (Supplementary Fig. 8).
A priori, the modulation might depend on the relationship between the neuron’s preferred fre-
quency and the frequency of either (A) the stimulus; or (B) the targets. To test the first possibility,
we analyzed the change in firing with temporal expectation as a function of the difference between
the stimulus and preferred frequency. On average, the difference in firing rates between conditions
for non-preferred stimuli were smaller than those for the preferred frequency of each cell (Fig.
5), confirming the importance of the relationship between the neuron’s preferred frequency and
the stimulus frequency. To test the second possibility, we assessed whether the magnitude of the
modulation was larger for neurons whose preferred frequency was close to one of the targets. On
average, no such relation was found (Supplementary Fig. 11). Furthermore, within the frequency
resolution of our stimuli, temporal expectation had no effect on the frequency preference of cells
(Supplementary Fig. 12). The dependence of the effect of temporal expectation on the stimulus
characteristics, together with the lack of modulation when no stimulus was presented, are consis-
tent with a specific change in the responsiveness of cells representing the stimulus, rather than a
non-specific increase in firing rate.
In light of these findings, we re-analyzed the results of the first set of experiments to assess
whether we could account for the lack of modulation of the targets. We hypothesized that this
apparent lack of modulation arose from a mismatch between the frequency of the target sounds
and the preferred frequency of the recorded cells. We obtained a coarse estimate of the neuron’s
preferred frequency by quantifying its response to tones preceding late targets. We found that
the magnitude of the temporal expectation effect was correlated (ρ = −0.6, p = 0.001, t-test on
transformed correlation) with the size of mismatch between the preferred and target frequencies
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(Supplementary Fig. 13). Thus, neurons did show an increase in evoked response for expected
targets, but only when the target matched the neuron’s preferred frequency. Because in many cases
the target and preferred frequency failed to match, the overall modulation of the target was small
and failed to reach significance. This observation may account for the lack of modulation for target
sounds described in the previous section.
Responses increased as the time of the target approached
In addition to the block-by-block comparisons presented above, we tested if there was an increase
in evoked response as the expected time of the presentation of a target approached within a trial. In
this case, we analyzed the neural responses elicited by the long train of random tones that preceded
a late target. This allowed for a rough estimate of the frequency tuning of each cell at various
moments within a trial, although on any given trial the specific random sequence of frequencies
can exert a strong effect13,14. On average, the response to tones at the preferred frequency of each
neuron increased as the expected time of the target approached (Fig. 6). Note that this effect is
in the direction opposite to the rate-dependent suppression generally observed when presenting a
train of sounds of equal relevance12,17,18.
Neuronal activity in auditory cortex predicted performance
The causal role that auditory cortex plays in our task, together with the modulation of activity
associated with changes in the subject’s cognitive state, suggested a correlation, on a trial-by-
trial basis, between neuronal activity and the behavioral improvements resulting from temporal
expectation. Because of the binary-choice nature of our task, a substantial fraction of rewarded
trials may have been correct guesses after missed target detections. As a consequence, an analysis
based solely on rewarded vs. not-rewarded trials did not yield significant differences.
To improve our estimates of correct detections, we used reaction times as a surrogate mea-
sure of the animal’s internal state. As demonstrated in Supplementary Fig. 2, slow behavioral
responses were associated with missed detections. We calculated the average neuronal response
to stimuli preceding early targets on trials where the subject reacted quickly, and compared these
to averages from trials with slow reactions. Indeed, we observed that neuronal responses in au-
ditory cortex to the exact same stimulus were stronger on trials in which the subjects responded
quickly (Fig. 7a). This difference in neuronal response was consistent across the population of
LFPs (p < 10−5, paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test, Fig. 7b) and single cells (p = 0.018, paired
Wilcoxon signed-rank test, Fig. 7c).
An analysis of the correlation between LFP magnitude and reaction time further supports these
results. About a fifth of recording sites showed a significant negative correlation between the LFP
magnitude and reaction time when including all trials with early targets (p < 0.05, t-test on trans-
formed correlation). In addition, the average correlation across all sites (ρLFP,RT = −0.03±0.01,
mean ± s.e.m.) was significantly different from zero (p = 0.01, Wilcoxon signed-rank test), and
in the direction indicating faster reaction times on trials with stronger evoked LFP. These obser-
vations demonstrate that, even for identical stimuli, the subject’s behavioral response is related to
neuronal activity in sensory cortex.
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DISCUSSION
We trained rats to perform an auditory task in which expectations about the timing of sounds were
manipulated. We quantified the influence of temporal expectation on the subjects’ performance of
the task, as well as on the activity of single neurons in auditory cortex. In addition, we evaluated
the relation between neuronal activity in auditory cortex and behavior by measuring the effects
of reversible inactivation, and by correlating evoked activity with performance. We found that:
(1) valid temporal expectation leads to improvements in both the speed and accuracy of responses
on an auditory detection/discrimination task; (2) the auditory cortex plays a causal role in the
performance of this task; (3) neuronal activity in the primary auditory cortex is correlated with
the behavioral performance of the subjects on a trial by trial basis; and (4) temporal expectation
enhances the neuronal response of cells in the primary auditory cortex. Our results suggest that
temporal expectation improves auditory perception by modulating the response properties of single
cells at early cortical stages of processing.
Temporal expectations in action and perception
Processing signals optimally requires exploiting the statistical structure of signals, a principle of
central importance in the design of artificial systems19,20. In nature, evolution favors the survival
of sensory processing systems whose properties are matched to the statistical structure of their
environment21. A beautiful example is the adaptation of retinal ganglion cells to the intensity
statistics of visual stimuli so as to make full use of the cells’ dynamic range22.
Temporal structure on different timescales is an important form of regularity in acoustic sig-
nals2. For instance, neurons in the auditory cortex respond more strongly to rarely presented stim-
uli (“oddballs”) embedded in a regular sequence3, a behavior which can be understood by positing
that these neurons have adapted to the recent statistics of their inputs, and that they preferentially
represent sounds that are outliers with respect to these recent statistics. In an oddball experiment
the statistics are simple, and can be estimated over minutes. On longer time-scales, speech process-
ing requires making predictions based on the statistical structure of language learned over months
or years.
In principle, temporal regularities could be exploited to improve performance in at least two
distinct ways. First, they might be used to prime the motor system to to respond quickly, leading
to a decrease in reaction time but not to an improvement in response accuracy. Alternatively,
they could be used to enhance sensory processing at appropriate moments, improving accuracy
and also possibly speed. Although several studies have previously demonstrated improved speed
consistent with enhanced motor preparedness6,23, improved accuracy is typically observed only in
perceptually demanding tasks1,24.
In our study, regularities in target timing occurred over blocks of either short-delay or long-
delay trials. Subjects exploited these regularities to improve both speed (Fig. 2a,b) and accuracy
(Fig. 2c,d and Supplementary Fig. 4). Thus we conclude that in our task valid temporal expec-
tation led to improved sound processing, which may or may not also have been associated with
increased motor preparedness.
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Neuronal mechanisms of temporal expectation
We hypothesized that the observed improvements in perception due to temporal expectation re-
sulted from changes in the sensory representation of sounds. Because brain areas in the audi-
tory processing stream may be recruited to differing degrees depending on the behavior under
study7,8,10, we first assessed whether the auditory cortex was essential in this task. Inactivation
dramatically reduced performance (Fig. 3a), confirming a role for the auditory cortex. Indeed, the
impairment was so large that it precluded evaluating the effect of inactivation on improvements
in performance due to temporal expectation. The results of our inactivation experiments, together
with potential functional projections into auditory cortex from brain regions that provide expecta-
tion or timing signals25–27, suggested that the auditory cortex would be a promising area in which
to look for neural correlates of temporal expectation.
Single unit tetrode recordings in primary auditory cortex of behaving animals revealed a clear
enhancement of activity evoked by stimuli close to a task-relevant moment (Fig. 4). This obser-
vation demonstrates that temporal expectation not only influences late stages of processing28,29,
but can enhance the representation of stimuli as early as primary sensory cortex. These changes in
neuronal response are not limited to the representation of rewards30, but occur even for non-target
sounds that occur near the expected moment of a relevant stimulus.
Temporal anticipation might be expected to raise the overall level of neuronal activity in a non-
specific way. However, no change in spontaneous rate was observed, indicating that the observed
changes were specific to driven activity, as often seen with visual attention31,32. Furthermore,
the difference in firing rate between the expected and unexpected conditions was largest near the
neuron’s preferred frequency (Fig. 5), indicating that the activity of neurons involved in the rep-
resentation was preferentially enhanced. Our results are broadly consistent with a multiplicative
increase in response above baseline31,32, but because of our relatively coarse frequency sampling
we cannot assess whether the gain was constant across frequencies. These observations suggest
that top-down circuit and synaptic mechanisms underlying temporal expectation may overlap with
those underlying other attentional phenomena.
The modulation of activity described in this study should not be interpreted as evidence that
the auditory cortex plays a role in keeping the time of relevant events at the scale of seconds, as
is observed for example for parietal cortex33. Instead, we interpret our results as auditory cortex
changing its representation of sounds according to timing information it receives from other areas.
In addition to the strong modulation of tones preceding the task-relevant target, our data also
suggest an enhancement, albeit subtler, of responses evoked by the target sound itself (Supple-
mentary Fig. 13). The fact that this enhancement of the target was less pronounced than that of
the preceding tones was likely a consequence of the details of our experimental design. The small
number of unexpected targets of a particular frequency, in addition to the variable duration of the
target sound (because sounds stopped once the subject withdrew from the center port), affected the
reliability of estimates of responses to target sounds. Nevertheless, responses to both targets and
non-targets were consistent with a selective increase in response strength for stimuli close to the
expected moment of the target.
Causal role for auditory cortex
We have described the influence of temporal expectation on behavior as well as on neuronal signals
related to sensory stimuli, but these results alone do not link neuronal activity to improvements in
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performance. Our analysis of correlations between response magnitude and performance (Fig. 7)
closes this gap. Our observations indicate that the subject’s response is related to neural activity
in sensory cortex even for identical stimuli, as has been observed in brain areas causally related to
perceptual decisions34. This correlation is consistent with the idea that signals in auditory cortex
are used by the subject to detect the occurrence of a target, and that changes in these signals can
generate improvements in perception.
We have developed an animal model to study the effects of temporal expectation on sound-
driven behaviors. This paradigm enabled studying the neuronal mechanisms underlying expecta-
tion, beyond what is currently possible in human studies1,5,35. Taking advantage of this animal
model, we have advanced our understanding of the effects of temporal expectation in the following
directions: First, we demonstrated that temporal expectation produces changes in the represen-
tation of sensory stimuli, in addition to the observed modulation of motor circuits. Second, we
showed that these effects on sensory representation occurred as early as primary sensory cortex,
and related this modulation to the physiological features of single cells. Last, we provided evidence
for a causal link between neuronal activity and behavior, and related improvements in performance
to changes in neuronal activity.
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METHODS
Animal subjects.
Animal procedures were approved by the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Animal Care and Use
Committee and carried out in accordance with National Institutes of Health standards. A total of 14
adult male Long Evans rats (Taconic Farms, Germantown, NY) were used for the experiments: 8
for behavioral analysis (at least 30 sessions per animal), 5 for inactivation experiments (10 sessions
per animal), and 3 implanted with tetrode microdrives for recordings (two of these included in the
behavioral analysis). Rats had free access to food, but water was restricted to behavioral sessions.
Free water was provided on days with no experimental sessions. Experiments were conducted in
single-walled soundbooths (Industrial Acoustics Company, Bronx, NY).
Behavioral task.
The task consisted of an auditory two-alternative choice paradigm for freely moving rats. Subjects
initiated each trial by poking their nose into the center port of a three-port operant chamber. After
a silent delay of random duration (250− 350 ms, uniformly distributed), a sequence of 100 ms
pure tones separated by 50 ms was presented. The frequency of the tones, from 5 kHz to 40 kHz,
was chosen randomly for each time slot and trial, except on recording sessions as described in the
main text. Sound intensity was set at 70 dB-SPL. The animal was required to stay in the port until
a frequency-modulated target sound (Supplementary Equation 1) was presented in place of one
of the distractor tones. The modulation frequency was set to 15Hz. The carrier frequency of the
target indicated to the animal which one of the two side-ports would provide 24 µl of water reward
on each trial. For a target carrier frequency of 6.5 kHz, reward was available only at the left port.
For a target at 31 kHz, reward was provided at the right port.
Sounds stopped once the subject left the center port. We presented a maximum of 14 sounds
(2.1 sec) on a trial. Nothing was presented after this period even if the animal stayed in the center
port, but this rarely occurred (less than 2% of the time). Behavioral analysis included only valid
trials in which the animal stayed in the center port until the time of the target onset. Animals were
punished with a 4 second time-out (during which nothing was presented) if they withdrew from the
center port after the sequence of tones started but before the onset of the target. These events were
ignored and the trial was re-started. An equivalent time-out punishment was applied whenever a
subject tried to collect reward on the wrong side-port after the presentation of the target. These
were considered error trials.
The frequency discrimination component of the task was designed to be very easy for the
subjects, and it was used as a way to verify a correct target detection. The challenging compo-
nent of the task was the detection of the frequency-modulated sound immersed in a sequence of
tones, which we could make arbitrarily difficult by reducing its modulation depth (TMD). Detec-
tion difficulty was randomized for each trial, except on recording sessions where it was set to an
intermediate level resulting in an average percentage of correct trials between 70% and 80%.
Temporal expectation was manipulated in blocks of trials. On an initial block, 85% of the trials
contained the target after 300 or 450 ms (uniformly distributed) from the first tone onset. In the
remaining 15% of trials, the target was presented after 1350 or 1500 ms. In a following block the
ratios were swapped. All four possible target onset times were used in each session, except during
recordings where only 450 and 1500 ms where used. The block type switched automatically every
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150 or 200 trials until the session ended. No explicit cue was given to the animal at the end of a
block.
Stimulus delivery
During training and inactivation sessions, auditory stimuli were delivered through generic electro-
magnetic dynamic speakers calibrated using a pressure-field microphone (Bru¨el & Kjær, Norcross,
GA) to produce 70 dB-SPL in the range 5 to 40 kHz at the position of the subject. During elec-
trophysiological recording sessions, auditory stimuli were delivered through earphones (Etymotic
Research, Inc., Elk Grove Village, IL) attached to the head of the animal, and calibrated in a similar
way. Waveforms were created in software at a sampling rate of 200,000 samples per second, and
delivered to speakers or earphones through a Lynx L22 sound card (Lynx Studio Technology, Inc.,
Costa Mesa, CA). We applied rise and fall linear envelopes of 2 ms to all sounds.
Surgery
Animals were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of a mixture of ketamine (60 mg/kg)
and medetomidine (0.5 mg/kg). Wounds were infiltrated with lidocaine. For inactivation exper-
iments, plastic wells were implanted to protect bilateral craniotomies over auditory cortex (3 to
6 mm posterior to Bregma). The dura mater was left intact. For recording experiments, each rat
was surgically implanted with a custom-made microdrive in left auditory cortex containing 6 to
14 independently adjustable tetrodes. Electrodes were implanted between 3.5 and 6 mm posterior
to Bregma and 6.5 mm left from the midline. Animals were allowed to recover for several days
before resuming water restriction and starting recording or inactivation sessions. Before recording
sessions, earphones were fixed to plastic rings attached to the microdrive during surgery.
Inactivation of auditory cortex
We used the GABAA receptor agonist muscimol (Sigma-Aldrich Corp. St. Louis, MO) to re-
versibly inactivate auditory cortex bilaterally. After lightly anesthetizing the animal (2% isoflu-
rane), we placed a gelfoam soaked in 12.5µl of either muscimol (3.44µg/µl) or saline (0.9%
NaCl) on the exposed dura mater on each side. The animal was given 30 minutes to recover from
anesthesia before starting the task. Data from at least 5 inactivation and 5 saline-control interleaved
sessions were collected for each animal.
Neural recordings
Each tetrode consisted of four polyimide-coated nichrome wires (Kanthal Palm Coast, Palm Coast,
FL; wire-diameter 12.7 µm) twisted together and gold-plated to an impedance of 0.3−0.4 MΩ at
1 kHz. Electrical signals passed through unity-gain head-stages (Neuralynx, Inc, Tucson, AZ) con-
nected to a custom-built tetrode microdrive before reaching the acquisition system. Signals were
recorded using the NSpike multichannel acquisition system (L. Frank, J. MacArthur). Tetrode
depths were adjusted between recording sessions in order to sample an independent population
of cells each time. Tetrode locations were confirmed histologically based on electrolytic lesions
(Supplementary Fig. 14). While lesions localized to primary auditory cortex, there is the pos-
sibility that some of the recorded cells come from non-primary areas since it was not possible to
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verify the exact location of each recording site. One of the three animals had to be lightly anes-
thetized (1.5% isoflurane) before recording sessions to ease the connection of the head-stage and
earphones. In this case, a recovery period of 20 minutes was given before the beginning of the
task.
Data analysis
Data were analyzed using in-house software developed in MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, MA)
and Python (www.python.org). For all analyses, trials after those with unexpected targets were ig-
nored. The first few trials after block switching were not treated any different from subsequent
trials. This way, we avoided setting arbitrary thresholds on how many trials constituted the expec-
tation update stage.
Behavioral analysis
Each session included in the behavioral analysis contained interleaved trials of six different dif-
ficulties (TMD between 0.15% and 24%) uniformly distributed throughout the session. Reaction
time measurements for Fig. 2a,b included only correct trials at the easiest difficulty. At this diffi-
culty level, animals performed above 90% correct. Reaction time was defined as the time between
the onset of a target and the moment when the animal withdrew its nose from the center port.
Early targets at both 300 and 450 ms were pooled together when estimating reaction time. Average
reaction time for each animal was calculated as the median over trials from all sessions.
The percentage of correct trials for each animal was estimated using trials from all sessions
pooled together. Confidence intervals for these estimates were calculated using the MATLAB func-
tion binofit which computes the maximum likelihood estimate of the probability of success in a
binomial trial based on the number of successes observed in a set of independent trials.
Performance thresholds were estimated by fitting a sigmoidal function (Supplementary Equa-
tion 2) to the psychometric data (percent correct vs. difficulty) collected for each animal, and
finding the TMD that would yield a performance of P = 75% correct.
Single cell analysis
Spiking activity of a total of 226 single cells was isolated offline by a combination of an automated
expectation maximization algorithm (Klustakwik, K.D. Harris) and by manually clustering spike
features derived from the sampled waveforms using the MClust software package (A.D. Redish).
Only cells with an evoked response of at least 3 spk/sec above spontaneous firing were included in
the analysis. This resulted in 102 cells: 44 (out of 127) from sessions where the first three tones
had fixed frequencies across trials, and 58 (out of 99) from sessions with only the first two tones
fixed.
Average spontaneous firing was evaluated in the 200 ms window preceding the onset of the first
tone. Neural responses were estimated from the most responsive 25 ms window (given all trials) in
the period between the onset of the first tone and the onset of the early target (450 ms later). The
magnitude of the response was calculated as the evoked firing rate minus the spontaneous rate.
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The modulation index (MI) was defined as:
MI =
Rexpected−Runexpected
Rexpected +Runexpected
(1)
where R is the evoked response, measured as spikes per second or magnitude of LFP (Fig. 4b,d).
This quantity is bounded between −1 and 1 for positive evoked changes in activity, which was the
case in our measurements. The statistical significance of the modulation of activity for single cells
was evaluated with a Wilcoxon rank-sum test on the spike counts (over the response window) from
each expectation condition. For the population, we used a paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test on
the average response for each condition to evaluate significance. Because there were fewer trials
available for each frequency when estimating the tuning of a cell, response curves (to generate
Fig. 5) were calculated from a variable length window around the maximal response. The window
was formed by all contiguous 25ms bins that showed an evoked response of at least 70% of the
maximum. For this figure, neuronal activity is presented without subtracting spontaneous firing in
order to test for non-specific modulation. Individual tuning curves were aligned according to the
preferred frequency of each cell and normalized before averaging.
To evaluate the changes in response over time across the population of cells (Fig. 6), we first
estimated the best frequency for each unit by pooling together all responses to tones between the
early and the late targets. We then evaluated the response to the best frequency tone at each time
slot, and normalized it to the response to the earliest tone in this range (the fourth tone in the se-
quence, presented 1050 ms before the late target). Responses were estimated using the same 25 ms
time window with respect to each tone onset. Only cells with responses above spontaneous firing
for each time-slot were included (N=20). Statistical significance at each time slot was evaluated
with a paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test with respect to the fourth tone.
Local field potentials
The magnitude of the evoked local field potential (LFP) was calculated as the root mean square
(RMS) power of the signal in the period 310−360 ms after the onset of the stimulus (Supplemen-
tary Equation 3). This period corresponds to the onset response to the tone preceding the time
of early targets. For comparisons of evoked LFP magnitudes between conditions (Fig. 4c,d and
Fig. 7), trials were first averaged separately for each condition. Changes in evoked LFP magni-
tudes were quantified by a modulation index between conditions, as described above. Statistical
significance for individual sites on a given comparison was evaluated using permutation tests.
Correlation between evoked responses and behavior
To evaluate the relation between neuronal activity and behavioral performance, we compared the
neuronal activity of trials with early targets grouped according to reaction time. On each individual
behavioral session, we sorted trials according to reaction time and selected two groups: one made
of the 20% trials with fastest behavioral responses, and a second one made of the 20% trials with
slowest behavioral responses. We estimated average response magnitudes for both LFP and single
cells, as described in previous sections, and calculated a modulation index in each case to evaluate
the differences.
Statistical significance of the correlation between LFP magnitude and reaction time was calcu-
lated using the function corrcoef from MATLAB, which transforms the correlation values to create
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a t-statistic in order to estimate the probability of getting a correlation as large as the observed value
by random chance.
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Figure 1 — Task and manipulation of temporal expectation. (a) Subjects initiated each trial
by poking into the center port of the operant chamber12,36. After a variable (250−350 ms) silent
period, a stimulus consisting of a frequency-modulated target immersed in a train of pure tone
distractors was presented. Subjects were required to stay in the port until the target was presented.
The center frequency of the target (either 6.5 kHz or 31 kHz) indicated the side-port where water
reward would be delivered on each trial (left or right, respectively). (b) The stimulus consisted of a
sequence of 100ms pure tones (ranging from 5 to 40 kHz) separated by 50 ms, which was presented
for as long as the animal stayed in the port. The frequency-modulated target was presented in place
of one of the tones in each trial. (c) Temporal expectation was manipulated by changing the ratio
of trials with early or late targets within each block of 150−200 trials.
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Figure 2 — Valid temporal expectation improved performance.. (a) Behavioral responses were
faster on trials with expected targets. Example of the reaction time distribution from one animal at
the easiest difficulty tested (TMD∼25%) for early targets that were expected (blue) or unexpected
(green). Reaction time was defined as the time between the onset of a target and the moment when
the animal left the center port. (b) Median reaction time for each animal (gray dots) on the easiest
difficulty tested, and average across all 8 subjects for early targets that were expected (blue) or
unexpected (green). Stars represent statistical significance (** p < 0.01). (c) Behavioral responses
were more accurate on trials with expected targets. Example for one animal of the percentage of
correct trials as a function of difficulty, varied here by the modulation depth of the target (TMD).
Error bars correspond to the 95% confidence intervals on estimates. The dashed line corresponds
to 75% performance used for calculating thresholds in d. (d) Modulation depth needed to achieve
75% correct trials for each subject (gray dots), and average across all 8 subjects (colored bars).
Stars represent statistical significance (** p < 0.01).
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Figure 3 — Inactivation of auditory cortex decreased performance. (a) Bilateral reversible
inactivation of auditory cortex (AC) was performed by applying the GABAA receptor agonist
muscimol on the surface of the exposed dura mater. Craniotomies were protected by implanted
wells. Darker and lighter colored regions indicate primary and secondary auditory cortices re-
spectively37. (b) Performance on expected early targets as a function of difficulty on interleaved
inactivation (gray) and control (black) sessions. The plot shows the average over 5 animals. Error
bars indicate s.e.m. across animals.
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Figure 4 — Temporal expectation modulated neuronal activity in auditory cortex. (a) Re-
sponses of a single neuron to the same sequence of tones under two temporal expectation condi-
tions: expecting an early (blue) or a late (red) target. Expected early targets appeared after 450 ms,
whereas expected late targets (not visible here) were presented after 1500 ms. Trials are aligned
to the onset of the first tone (gray vertical line) for the spike raster (top) and the peristimulus time
histogram for each condition (bottom). The session included more than two blocks of trials, but
all expect-early or expect-late blocks are grouped together here for illustration purposes. The fre-
quency and duration of each tone is indicated by the gray boxes. The largest difference in evoked
activity is seen for the tone immediately preceding the early target. The stimuli presented after
450ms are not the same on each trial; average responses in this case are shown as dashed lines. (b)
Modulation index of 44 responsive cells recorded during sessions where all tones preceding the
early targets had fixed frequencies. A positive modulation index indicates a stronger response on
expect-early trials. Cells with statistically significant modulation (p < 0.05 Wilcoxon rank-sum
test) are shown in black. The gray triangle indicates the mean of the modulation index. The white
triangle shows the modulation index for the example in a. (c) Evoked local field potential (mean
± s.e.m.) at one recording site. The onset of the early target is indicated by the blue triangle. (d)
Modulation of local field potentials. Colors as in b.
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Figure 5 — Modulation of neuronal activity was specific to driven activity. (a) Frequency
tuning of a single cell, estimated from responses to the third tone in each expectation condition
(see Supplementary Fig. 10). Each marker represents the mean ± s.e.m. firing rate for each
tone frequency. Significance levels are indicated by stars (* p < 0.05, *** p < 0.001, Wilcoxon
rank-sum test). (b) Average frequency tuning of 58 cells recorded with a third tone of random
frequency. Individual tuning curves were aligned according to the preferred frequency (PF) of each
cell and normalized before averaging. Each marker indicates the mean ± s.e.m. across neurons.
Significance levels are indicated by stars (* p < 0.05, paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test).
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Figure 6 — Neuronal response increased as the expected moment of the target approached.
(a) Frequency tuning of cell in Fig. 5a, as the time of the late target approaches. For each time-slot
preceding the late target, the estimated tuning curve is plotted in a different color. The color-bar
shows the time of each time-slot with respect to the target onset. (b) Neuronal response to each
cell’s preferred frequency (PF) as the time of the target approaches. Responses were normalized
with respect to the response to the fourth tone (−1050 ms from late target onset). Each point cor-
responds to the median across cells, with error bars proportional to the median absolute deviation.
Only responses to the preferred frequency for each cell are presented, and only cells with responses
above spontaneous firing for each time-slot were included (N=20). The significance level of the
difference with respect to the response to the fourth tone is indicated at each time-slot by stars
(* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test).
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Figure 7 — Neuronal activity in auditory cortex was correlated to behavioral performance.
(a) Average evoked LFP from a single electrode for trials with expected early targets grouped
according to reaction time. Averages are taken over those trials with the 20% fastest (blue solid),
or the 20% slowest (blue dashed) reaction times. Evoked LFP for trials with late targets is shown
in red for comparison. The light-colored bands surrounding each trace indicate the s.e.m. across
trials. The stimulus (third tone with fixed frequency across trials) is indicated by the gray bar, and
the onset time of an early target is represented by the blue triangle. (b) Evoked LFPs were larger
on trials with faster behavioral responses. Difference in evoked LFP magnitude between trials
with the fastest and slowest behavioral responses. The difference is quantified by a modulation
index between the average response on fast (LFPF) and slow (LFPS) trials for each recording site
(N=59). Sites with a significant difference (p < 0.05, permutation test) are shown in black. The
gray triangle indicates the mean modulation index. (c) Evoked spiking activity was larger on trials
with faster behavioral responses. Difference in evoked activity on single cells between trials with
the fastest and slowest behavioral responses. The difference is quantified by a modulation index
between the average response on fast (RF ) and slow (RS) trials for each cell (N=44). Cells with
a significant difference (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test) are shown in black. The gray triangle
indicates the mean modulation index. Only sessions where the third tone had the same frequency
on all trials were included in this analysis.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Auditory cortex mediates the perceptual effects of acoustic
temporal expectation
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Supplementary Fig. 1: Reaction time on difficult trials was greatly influenced by expectation.
Reaction time on trials with expected and unexpected early targets grouped by difficulty (same
subject from Fig. 2a). The top panel comprises trials with the three easiest detection difficulties.
The lower panel, the three most difficult levels. Triangles indicate when late targets could ap-
pear. Unexpected difficult trials show a bimodal distribution, with fast responses consistent with
the subject reacting to the target, whereas slow responses consistent with missed detections (and
occurring around the time where the animal expected a late target).
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Supplementary Fig. 2: Slow behavioral responses were associated with error trials. Percentage
of correct trials grouped according to reaction time. Data from the same animal in Fig. 2a. The
band surrounding the average plot represents 95% confidence interval on the estimates. Dashed
line indicates chance level.
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Supplementary Fig. 3: Late targets were always expected. Percentage of correct trials as a func-
tion of difficulty (same subject as in Fig. 2c) for trials with late targets. Error bars correspond to
the 95% confidence intervals on estimates. These results suggest that late targets in expect-early
blocks are still expected by the subject. In these trials, once the subject realizes an early target will
not appear, he will expect the target to occur late. These results are consistent with those from
human subjects (Nobre, 2001).
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Supplementary Fig. 4: Control measurements for alternative behavioral strategies. To further
test that temporal expectation affected sensory processing and not just motor preparedness, we
trained animals on the same task with a slightly modified stimulus. In this case, two tones were
simultaneously presented at each time slot as shown on the left panel. In the original version of
the task, subjects can adopt a strategywhereby they do not listen for a modulated sound, but sim-
ply choose a reward port based on the carrier frequency of the sound at the expected time. The
modified stimulus presented here discourages that strategy by requiring a detection of a modu-
lated sound at all difficulties. The right panel shows the performance for one animal as in Fig. 2c.
Stars indicate significance levels (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001).
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Supplementary Fig. 5: Inactivation of auditory cortex completely impaired performance in
some animals. Performance under muscimol inactivation and saline control sessions for an an-
imal that was completely impaired by inactivation. Performance on muscimol sessions was at
chance even for the easiest difficulty tested. Error bars correspond to the 95% confidence intervals
on estimates.
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Supplementary Fig. 6: Animals performed hundreds of trials during inactivation sessions. Av-
erage number of trials per 2-hour session under each condition (inactivation with muscimol or
saline control), for each of the 5 animals from the inactivation experiment. Error bars indicate
s.e.m. across sessions.
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Supplementary Fig. 7: Examples of modulation of single cell responses. Spike raster and PSTH,
as in Fig. 4a, for two example cells, but with trials in chronological order. By showing each block
of trials separately, we verify that modulation of responses is due to expectation and not to non-
stationarity of the recordings. The cell on the left panel shows an onset response, while the cell on
the right shows a delayed/offset response to pure tones.
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Supplementary Fig. 8: Modulation of spontaneous firing rates by temporal expectation. Mod-
ulation index for spontaneous firing of each responsive cell included in the study (N=102). His-
togram as in Fig. 4b, but calculated for spontaneous firing rates over a period of 200 ms preceding
the stimulus. Cells with significant modulation are shown in black. There was no significant
modulation for the population of cells (p = 0.24, paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test). A similar
lack of modulation was observed when we analyzed the population of cells from each of the two
experiments separately.
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Supplementary Fig. 9: Neuronal responses to target sounds. Evoked spiking activity elicited by
target sounds, on expected and unexpected conditions, for the 26 cells that fulfilled our selection
criteria (same used for Fig. 4b, but using responses to target sounds). We quantified the onset of
the evoked response (5-30 ms window) and selected the target sound that elicited the strongest
response for each cell. Black circles show cells with significant modulation (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon
rank-sum test). The population did not show a significant effect (p = 0.6, paired Wilcoxon signed-
rank test). It should be noted that our task design was less sensitive to neuronal responses elicited
by the target. Because subjects were allowed to withdraw from the stimulus port at any time after
the onset of the target (stopping the presentation of the sound), the actual duration of the target
sound was variable across trials. The evaluation of evoked responses was therefore restricted to
the onset period. In addition to the difference in target durations, the number of presentations of
a given unexpected target sound was very low (by definition).
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Supplementary Fig. 10: Frequency tuning was estimated by randomizing the frequency of the
third tone. Spike raster of cell from Fig. 4a. Trials are grouped by the frequency of the third tone
as indicated on the left. Fig. 4a shows only trials for the preferred frequency (24 kHz). Trials in
blue are from expect-early blocks, in red from expect-late. Each tone is 100 ms long.
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Supplementary Fig. 11: Modulation of response to tones did not depend on the relation be-
tween preferred and target frequencies. One could posit that neurons with preferred frequencies
around those of the targets in this particular task (6.5 and 31 kHz) would display a strongermodu-
lation compared to other cells. We did not observe a systematic difference in modulation strength
depending on preferred frequency (p=0.38, Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA). The figure shows
the modulation index as a function of preferred frequency for each cell. Cells with significant
modulation are shown in black. Average modulation index for each frequency is indicated by the
purple line.
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Supplementary Fig. 12: Preferred frequency was not affected by temporal expectation. One
could hypothesize a shift of the frequency tuning towards the most relevant frequencies as the
time of the target approaches. For the frequency resolution used in our study, we did not ob-
serve systematic changes in preferred frequency. In this figure, each dot indicates the preferred
frequency for one cell under each of the two expectation conditions. Small random noise was
added on each coordinate to avoid overlap. The color of each dot represents the average firing
rate evoked by the preferred stimulus of the cell across all trials. Most cells with reliable firing
rates fall along the diagonal, indicating no change in preferred frequency.
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Supplementary Fig. 13: Modulation of neuronal responses to target sounds. Change in evoked
response to the target sound between expectation conditions (expected-unexpected) as a function
of the mismatch between the preferred frequency of each cell and that of the target. The data is the
same as in Supplementary Fig. 9: each gray circle represents the modulation for one cell for the
target that elicited the largest response, and black circles show cells with significant modulation
(p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). The preferred frequency for each cell was estimated from
the responses to tones preceding late targets. When the data are sorted in this fashion, a positive
modulation emerges, but only for those cells with preferred frequency close to that of the target.
From those neurons with tuning close to the target frequency (less than one octave apart), 7 out
of 10 showed an increase in evoked response. Additionally, there was a significant correlation
(ρ = −0.6, p = 0.001, t-test on transformed correlation) between the change in response and
the mismatch between the frequency of the target and the preferred frequency of each cell. We
also observed a significant negative correlation (ρ = −0.3, p = 0.012) when performing a similar
analysis on responses from these cells to each tone preceding the expected early targets.
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Supplementary Fig. 14: Recording sites were confirmed by histology. Coronal slice from one
of the animals implanted with a microdrive. Electrolytic lesions, seen here as darker spots, were
used to verify the location of the tetrodes. Areas according to Paxinos and Watson (2005). Au1:
primary auditory cortex, AuD/AuV: secondary auditory cortex dorsal/ventral.
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SUPPLEMENTARY EQUATIONS
The waveform of frequency-modulated targets s(t) was generated as:
s(t) = A sin(2pi f t+m(t)) (1)
m(t) = TMD
f
fm
sin(2pi fmt) , fm = 15Hz
where A is the amplitude, f is the carrier frequency, fm is the modulation frequency, and TMD is
the target modulation depth.
The sigmoid function for fitting psychometric data was defined as:
P = q1 +
q2
1+ exp
(
−
log (TMD)−q3
q4
) (2)
where qi are fitting parameters and TMD is the target modulation depth that defines difficulty.
The root mean square power of local field potentials (LFP) for each condition i was calculated as:
LFPi =
√
1
50
∫ 360
310
[φ¯i(t)]
2
dt (3)
where φ¯i is the average waveform LFP over trials from condition i.
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